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voltage stability where the effects of transformer on-load tap changers,
generator excitation limiters and static load characteristics are predominant

Abstract
The phenomenon of transient voltage stability in power transmission systems
is explained. A generic method is used to examine the dynamics of
stabilizationas influenced by mechanically switched shunt capacitors and by
static compensators. A comparison is made for the voltage stabilizing
performance of different configurations of static VAr compensators.
Technical merits of newly developed devices, such as voltage-source GTO
converter based VAr compensatorsand thyristor-controlledseries capacitors,
in terms of counteractingvoltage instability are also examined.
A newly developed special controller for SVC schemes with TCR in
transmission systems is presented. The controller ensures a stable opemion
of the load intercmwting network at the usually unstable region where
conventional SVC controls are void.
Kt;vwordg voltage stability, Static VAr Compensators, shunt capacitors,
voltage-sourceconverters, thwstor controlled series capacitors, FACTS.

INTRODUCTION
Reactive power compensation is increasingly becoming one of the most
economic and effective solutions to both traditional and new problems m
power transmission systems. The classical role of VAr compensation near
load centerx is gaining more importance since any modest reduction m
transmission losses, by limiting the flow of load reactive current along the
transmission lines, means considerable cost savings in both power capacity
and energy production. That can also mean reduction of air pollution.
Present static VAr compensating techniques, such as mechanically and
electronically (thyristor) switched shunt capacitors and reactors and
thyristor-controlledreactors, can easily meet that goal. Arising new demands
imposed on transmission networks due to environmental constraints will add
more requirements, and hence more importance, to VAr compensation
techniques. This is one reason why development in this field is taking wide
strides to alleviate the stability limits of transmission systems in order to
increase their power transfer capabilities. It is expected that near future VAr
compensating devices, such as thyristor-controlled series capacitors and
voltage source converters, will be able to fulfill such requirements
economically and with a high degree of reliability [l]. Furthermore, the
trend of liberated markets in the electric energy sector taking place around
the globe wiU rapidly elevate the value and importance of the quality of
delivered power also as a competition means. Again, voltage is one of the
factors that define quality of supply especially for voltage sensitive
equipment and microelectronic processors [2]. Therefore, voltage control
capability of present and of near future VAr compensating techniques,
paaicularly during system disturbances, is the focus of this paper.

[WI.
Transient voltage stability is well known to be driven by dynamic loads,
such as induction motors. It has also been recognized to be associated with
fast acting power electronic devices when applied in power systems. The
phenomenon has always been a major concern when for example a HVDC
converter terminal (for a long distance or a back-to-back) is interconnected
to a relatively weak ac network. Similarly, in optimizing the response time
of a static VAr compensator in a network, transient voltage instability is
always a limiting factor [5]. Therefore, it can be stated that controllers of
fast acting devices, although interact with all the dynamics of interconnected
network, they tend to be highly coupled to system voltages [4].
Future power transmission devices associated with FACTS programs rely
heavily on power electronics and less on classical power components such
as reactors and capacitors. Because of their promise of faster response and
superior performance besides being economic and of compact designs, a
wide scope of their applications is being studied on a large scale [6].
In order to assess the technical benefits offered by existing as well as by
future power electronic-based devices, a more focused study is needed
regarding their effect on voltage control and stability. This is the topic
addressed by this paper.

In this paper the transient voltage stability mechanism is explained by means
of a generic simplified method and by time simulations of detailed system
components. Influence of the control actions of mechanically switched shunt
capacitors and static VAr compensators on the stability mechanism are
analyzed. The stabilizingcharacteristics of different SVC configurations are
examined. A new SVC controller is presented and its performance is
compared to conventional controls. The technical merits of GTO-based SVC
in improving margins of voltage stability are illustrated. Finally, the
utilization of thyristor-controlled series capacitors for voltage control and
stabilizationis introducedwith a proposal for its control strategy.
Dynamics of Transient Voltage Instability

A power transmission system with a load center fed from the bulk network
by two 220 kV circuits is used for the study. A simpWied schematic of the
system is shown in Fig. 1. The peak load is composed of approximately
60% induction motors and the rest are static loads. The load total hWAr
consumption is 33% of its MW and a total of 20% of fixed VAr
compensation is used to maintain a 1.0 pu terminal voltage at peak load.
For the purpose of d y h c a l l y assessing the voltage dynamics, a Th6venin
equivalent is developed for the system. The aggregate load sensitivity to
voltage is assumed to take the form:

TRANSIENT VOLTAGE STABILITY
Dynamic voltage control in power transmissionnetworks is govemed by the
phenomenon of transient voltage stability. Such a transient phenomenon
should be distinguished from the classical (mid and long-term) forms of
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F i g . l SimplaJed diagram of study network with different VAr
compensating schemes
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Three critical pawnetem are considered in decidmg for such a solution: the

switching frequency and time delay, the total rating and the

Pl and Ql are respectively the real and the reactive power transiently
absorbed by the load when its terminal voltage is V.
In order to facilitate comparison of the study results with other established
investigations, the approach given by Concordia in Ref. [3] is followed. In
this respect, the aggregateload admittanceis given as:
G l = G o . ( V / V o )n-2

&

Bl=Bo.(V/Vo)m-2

(2)

where GI and Bl are respectively the real and w t i v e components of
effective load admittance at the instant when terminal voltage is V. Po, Qo,
Go, Bo and Vo are the respective steady state values. For convenience, the
subscript 1 will be omitted throughoutthe paper.
For the purpose of simplifyingthe analysis, it will be assumed that n=l and
m=2, the ratio BJG, is constant and the load power P is varied by &?aging
G,. This is shown in Fig. 2 for the initial network state with 2 lines, where
the initial load power, conductanceand te~linalvobage are. chosen to be 1.0
pu. The base values are 500 MVA and 220 kV. Tripphg of om line is used
as an outage condition.
............
................................... ............. ..............................
~

banks. 'he switching time delay of a BSC can be from a few loo's of ms to
s e c d s depending on the type of breaker, relay, capacitor discharging and

control system used. The suitability of using BSC or not is a function of the
expected load dynamic characteristics and the desired voltage regulation
performance. According to Ref. [9] voltage support response time should be
0.2 to 0.8 times the aggregate load time constant (time lag due to voltage
variation). Because BSCs are switched in a limited number of discrete steps,
they can produce overvoltages due to overcompensation under weak
network conditions. Usually, temporary overvoltages are kept below 20%
and steady state voltage variations are maintained below ~ 5 % .

Fig. 3-a showsthe trajectory of system dynamics in the P-G plane when two
equal BSC banks are employed. The total rating of the BSCs is 0.5 pu. After
the fast hamien&, the load follows the postdisturbance P-G characteristics
with no compmtion as described before. Dependmg on the switching
criteriaand time delay, the first BSC bank is switched in. The peak of the PG curve with one BSC is slightly less than the steady state value (1 pu).
Therefore, the load admittance continues increasing and the voltage
continues sliding after a small jump as shown in Fig. 3-b. At the moment of
i n s e ~ the
g second BSC, which is i n t e n t i d y delayed in this example, P
is again less than the steady state value and the load power and voltage
oMainue slidmg down Note that although the peak of the P-G characteristics
with two BSCs is much higher than 1.0 pu, the system still suffers from
voltage instability due to the improper timing of switching-in the VAr
support devices.
With a proper switching cliterion and timing,the system can be stable as
shown in Fig. 4-a.In this case the transient load power after inserting the
second BSC is higher than the steady state value. Since load dynamics are
driven by the differencebetween the two values, the load admittance starts to
decrease, the P-G trajectory reverses its dmction and the system converges
to the steady state point which is small signal stable, i.e. with positive
dV/dQ. The exact location of such a point on the well known P-V curve is a
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Fig. 2 Dynamics of load responsefollowing tripping of one line
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Following the disturbance, the aggregate load responds instantanmuslywith
its transient characteristics (constant admittance in this case) and the system
operating point jumps to the post disturbance curve as explained in Refs. [791 and also shown in Fig. 2. The load wiU tend to reach its steady state
power (here assumed 1.0 pu) through its dynarmcs. Such dynamics are
driven by the difference between the instantarmus opemting point and the
steady state value, i.e., the difference between the transient and the static
characteristics.
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As will be shown later by time simulations, the aggregate load varies its
admittance along the post disturbance P-G curve in the directionof restoring
its pre-disturbance value. Since, in this case, no intersectlon exists between
the P-G curve (I line) and the steady state characteristics (P=l), the load will
continue to increase its admttance and its dynamics will move dong the
curve untd it reaches very low power levels. With no means of VAr
compensation, the voltage at the load terminal follows the load power
movement; fnst a transient abrupt drop, then a gradual momtonic fall to
mstability. In the next sections, the dynamics of different VAr compensating
and voltage control devices are examined using the same analytical
technique.
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MECHANICALLY SWITCHED CAPACITORS
Employing breaker-switched shunt capacitors (BSC) to solve a voltage
control problem such as that explained before is usually considered the most
attractive economicallyas well as from the operation and mamtenance pomts
of view. BSC banks can be directly connected to the LV bus of a cnbcal
load, but usudy are connected on the HV substation of distribution
transformers in order to support a wide load area.
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Fig. 3

Post-disturbancecharacteristics:
(1) with FW compensation
(2) with one shunt BSC bank
(3) with two BSC banks
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However, the maximum capacitive current capability lmin of the SVC is
bound by that of the fixed capacitors, which is limited near nominal voltage
values. Methods, however, exist to increase those limits at lower voltages

,/;;redisturbance

[IO].
For the system under study, a SVC with a fixed capacitor and filters (FC) of
a total rating equal to the BSC case discussed before (0.5 pu) is used. A
TCR, split into two units, is employed with 0.6 pu nominal rating to extend
the active range of the SVC to 0.1 pu inductive and to allow limiting of
temporary overvoltages using its short-term overload capability. During
normal operation,the SVC is assumed to be floating (reactive power output
Qsv, = 0). The resulting P-G characteristics are shown in Fig. 7-a for the
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Stable voltage control with breaker switched capacitors
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function of static and dynamic characteristics of the load [7,8,9].As shown
from the trace on the coITesponding V-G diagram in Fig. 4b, the load
terminal voltage gradually incraes and at steady state suffers from an
overvoltage of about 20%
Fig. 5 shows the time response of the system when represented in full details
and tripping of the line takes place following a l-pfme mid-line fault. The
traces of load terminal voltage V, power P, net reactive power Q and
admittance Y are compared for the three cases: without compensation, with
delayed and with fast switching of BSC banks. The trace of load power
static characteristics(which is a function of voltage) is superimposed on Fig.
5. It is clear that crossing the static load characteristics (roughly 1.0 pu)
during the transient voltage stability process is the condition for the
successful application of VAr compensation for voltage stabilization. Note
also the variafion of aggregate load admittance in each case.
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STATIC VAR COMPENSATORS
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Static VAr systems (SVS) are apphed in power transmission and large
industrial networks for several purposes. The primary function of a typical
SVS is rapid control of voltage at a weak point in the network. The static
VAr compensator (SVC) constitutes the controlled portion of the SVS.
Unless it is connected to transformer tertiary, an SVC requires a step-up
transformer.
Typically a SVC has a steady-state and dynamic voltage-current
characteristics as shown in Fig. 6. In the active control range,
current/susceptancs and reactive power are varied (by a controller) to
regulate the voltage according to a droop characteristic. The slope value,
which can also be selected by the controller, depends on the load Q-V
characteristics, the desired voltage regulation, the desired sharing of reactive
power production among various sources, and dher needs of the system
such as providing a large margin for transient voltage stability limitation.
The SVC control is also characterized by the reference voltage Er& With
conventional controls Eref is fured and the active dynamic control range is
canfined to the slope characteristics s shown in Fig. 6.
To produce a smooth (steppless) voltage regulation within the SVC active
control range a thyristor-controlled reactor (TCR) with fined capacitors
(including filters if necessary) is used. The TCR usually has transient
overloads with levels that depend primarily on the thyristor-valveratings and
junction temperature of thyristors during operation as well as the cooling
system. Such overloads extend only the maximum inductive current Imax.
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Fig. 5 Detailed system time responsefollowing line tripping
(1) with no compensation
(2) with BSC compensation (delayed switching)
(3)with BSC correct switching
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Following the disturbance, the SVC smoothly changes its output from the
initial zero value to the value correspondmg to that transiently required by
the load to reach the voltage determined by the slope s as shown in Fig. 7-b.
The Qsvc initial response tends to be as depicted due to the delays and
dynamics of the TCR controls. Similar to the previous cases, first, the load
power sharply drops (constant Go)then, as the Qsvc increases, Preaches the
corresponding operating point as shown in Fig. 7-a. Clearly, during such a
process the load power P transiently crosses and surpasses its steady state
value. Since the response time of the TCR is usually much faster than that of
the load, the operating point moves along the slope s to reach steady state.
' h i s process, as explained by the simplified analysis, is demonstrated by the
timedomain response of the detailed system shown in Fig. 8. Note, for
example, the rapid recovery of load power that precedes the relatively
gradual voltage recovery.
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Fig. 8 Detailed system time response with TCRIFC SVC
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Fig. 7 Dynamics of voltage control with TCRIFC SVC
initial and post-disturbance cases. The voltage characteristics in Fig. 7-b
have three segments with two knee points that correspond to the SVC
dynamic V-I characteristics of Fig. 6. Segments I and t correspond to the
SVC full inductive and full capacitive susceptances respectively.

The SVC can provide a stable operation at high power levels as long as its

operating point remains in the actiqe control range. The degree of voltage
stability is directly determined by the SVC control slope. A higher control
slope slightly extends the load power levels along the (linear) SVC dynamic
c ~ k n s t i c sthough
,
bounded by the susceptance limits. This, however,
has the disadvantage of poor voltage regulation.

Fig. 9 depicts the conventional P-V curves of the simplified network after
contingency -ut
compensation, with BSC and with SVC. Note that
segment c of the SVC curve coincides with the shunt BSC characteristics
since the capacitive MvAr limit in both cases are equal. Note also the a b ~ p t
change at the knee of the SVC characteristics.
A special SVC control that can prevent the SVC from operating
cmthuously at its capacitive susceptance limit c , thus avoiding the
uncontrolled sudden voltage collapse mechanism of shunt capacitor)has the
characteristics shown in Fig. 9. As the operating point of the SVC
approaches the capacitive limit the special controller slightly reduces the
voltage reference Er& This forces the system to a corresponding lower, but
controlled, voltage condition. The Eref reduction is made slow enough to be
within the 0.2-0.8 times the load time constant. As a result, continuous
operation along the slope characteristics of the SVC can always be achieved
even under degraded voltage conditions.

In comparison with conventional SVC controls, which are void at the
capacitive limit, the special limit conmller effectively extends the utilization
of the SVC adive dynamic control range well beyond its normal restricted
range s to cover the complete shaded area shown in Fig. 6. This means a
considerable addition to the system reactive power reserve with practically
no additional cost.
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depending upon the step size. As shown in Fig. 10, for an effective step size
of 0.167 pu, the voltage has to deviate from its assigned control band in
order that the load reaches its steady state after the disturbance. If only a
simple voltage regulator is used to maintain the voltage within a prespecified band, some disturbances may lead to limit cycles or even unstable
operation [ll].
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VAR COMPENSATORS WITH VOLTAGE-SOURCE
CONVERTERS
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Recently, voitage-source converters using GTO thyristors have been
developed to operate as static VAr compensators. These are known as
ASVC. Such converters may resemble the opration of synchronous
condensers but in a static manner. STATCON is an example [6, 121. For
these devices, a converter transformer is always needed to complement the
function of the power electronic switches to pedorm system VAr
compensation and may also be used to connect the device to the HV bus.
The multi-phase converter (inverter in this case) supplies reactive power to
the network by increasing the synthesized inverter output voltage
(secondary side of converter transformer) above the network voltage
(primary side of converter transformer). In this mode, the forced
commutation property of the GTO thyristors is employed. Similarly, the
ASVC absorbs VArs from the network by reducing the output voltage below
the network voltage. Only natural commutation is employed in this mode of
operation. Therefore, no large power components, such as capacitor banks
or reactors, are needed. Only a small capacitor is employed to provide the
required reference voltage level to the inverter. Such a capacitor carries only
the ripple (,harmonic)currents.
The ASVC can produce V-I characteristics as shown in Fig. 11. The output
current can be smoothly altered over the range between rated maximum
capacitive and rated maximum inductive limits. It can also be controlled
within that range regardless of how low the system voltage is [ 121.

Fig. 9 Line outage with conventional and special SVC controls

Unlike static VAr compensators, an ASVC has a considerable inherent
transient (overload) rabng in both inductive as well capacitive opemtjng
regions. For voltage stability, the impact of the transient overload in the
capacitive region is profound. The inhenmtly available short-term overload
capacity is dependent upon the specific characteristics of the GTO thynstors
used and their junction temperature and cooling system during operation.
Fig. 12 depicts the impact of these characteristics on the study system when
an ASVC, with rating similar to the TCR/FC, is applied assuming that a
15% transient overload is available during the post disturbance condition.
The figure shows the reactive power output Qs of the ASVC and the
associated changes reflected on the load voltage and power as a function of
load admittance. For easy comparison, characteristics with the SVC are also
plotted in Fig. 12. Due to the high Qs available at low voltages, the ASVC
allows a higher transient recoveq of P load than the SVC, thus ensures a
more rapid transient voltage stabilization. This also means an extension of
the stability margin to higher power transfer levels.
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Fig. 10 Voltage control dynamics with TSRITSC SVC
For the study network, Z the TCR/FC scheme is replaced by an equivalent
scheme comprising three branches of thyristor-switchedreactors (TSR) and
one thyristor-switchedcapacitor (TSC), the SVC will lose its vernier control
capability. Because of the fast control but discrete nature of such an SVC
configuration,a smooth and stable voltage regulation for dynamic loads may
not be a simple task. Voltage control could only be performed within a band
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Fig.11 Voltage source converter VAr Compensator characteristics
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10 second ovedod period. The detailed system time response for the same
dishrrbance is shown in Fig. 14. In comparison with SVC, the VAr injected
by the TCSC is slightly higher since QTCSC is proportional to the square of
load current whereas @VC is proportional to the square of load voltage.
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Fig. 12 Characteristics of GTO-based compensator compared
with SVC. 15% Transient overloads considered.
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THYRISTOR-CONTROLLED SERIES CAPACITORS
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Series capacitors have been used for years to increase the power transfer
capacity particularly on long transmission lines. New types of series
capacitors, controlled by thyristor switches, have m t l y been developed
andmstalled [13, 141.

-0.6

Thyristor-controlled series capacitors (TCSC) are usually c o ~ e ~ tin
e dseries
to conventional line series capacitors. They may consist of one or several
identical modules. Each module has a small thyristorcontrolled reactor m
parallel to the segment senes capactor. A TCSC module can operate eIfher
bypassed or inserted. In the bypassed (TSR) mode, the thyristors are gated
for full conduction (90" f m g angle). In this case, the net reactance of the
module is slightly inductwe because of the small reactor m the thynstor
switch branch. In the inserted mode (TCR), the thyristors are gated near
180" to circulate a controlled amount of small inductive current through the
capacitor, thus increasmg the effective capacitivereactance of the module. In
tlus mode, the TCR is controlled in a vernier manner such that the total
module reactance can v q from a ttunimum of the capactor done to a
hgher value. The upper h u t of h s operation is based on the d d o n and
magmtude of line current. The limitaton on the rms current is ~ I
restncnve with venuer operation than the diele" mess on the capacitor,
due to the harmonic content of the TCR current [14].
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Fig. 13 Dynamics of voltage control with TCSC
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Although the TCSC is pnmarily used for regulating the power flow, h u g h
v q m g its effective reactance mserted m senes with the transmission line, it
may atso be usad for voltage stabilization. In this case, the output reactance
is controlled by a hierarchical control system that includes regulating the
load terminal voltage wthm a tight band.

In the study network , each transmission line feeding the load is equpped
wth a TCSC. The total rating of the two TCSCs is chosen to be equal to the
SVC capacitive rating of 0.5 pu. At rated load current the nominal capacitive
mpedance of each TCSC amounted to be roughly 60% of line reactance.
The maximum capacitive reactance Xs possible is a function of line ament
and duration of the allowed overload [14]. It is assumed that a 10 second
limit of twice the nominal capacitive reactance can be obtained at rated peak
load current. However, for a duration of one second, higher values of Xs are
assumed to be perrmtted. Each TCSC is also assumed to be spht mto three
equal modules.
Fig. 13 shows the transient P-G characteristics of load power and voltage
and TCSC effective inserted reactance Xs for the post disturbmm condition
The smooth voltage regul&on and the relatively hgh m m u m power that
can be delivered stably to the load can only be obtained during the assumed
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Fig. 14 Detailed system time response with TCSC
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Note also that at line current loadings above nominal value the maximum
reactarm is limited as shown in Fig. 13. At such loadings, the TCSC
controller is switched from voltage regulation to maximum current lunitation
as indicated by the reduction in Xs.
As a summary for illustrating the impact of transient voltage control
characteristics of the different VAr compensating schemes in the study
system, Fig. 15 is presented. The figure shows the different improvements
that can be achieved by such schemes in terms of increasing the maximum
power that can be stably supplied to the load. Note for example, that the
improvement by ASVC in the peak load power diminishes rapidly as the
load voltage decreases despite the high ASVC capacitive current available.
Note also the evident effect of TCSC on extending the transient P-V stable
operatingregion at extremely low load voltages.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. Different reactive power compensation schemes should be carefully
analyzed since they vary quite significantly in terms of influencing the
transient voltage stability of the system.
2. Successful application of breaker-switched capacitors for counteracting
transient voltage instabilities is highly dependent upon system transient load
dynamics. BSC switching strategies can be established by a simplified
generic approach. Use of an inverse voltage/time strategy can be effective.
3. Static VAr Compensators, with TCR for vernier control, can solve
transient voltage stability problems where mechanically switched capacitors
can not. A SVC provides voltage stable operation at high load power levels
only when operating within its active dynamic control range. A special
controller activated near the susceptance limit can provide a stable operation
where conventional voltage controls are void. For TSR/TSC schemes,
voltage control alone may not be a sufficient criterion to avoid transient
voltage instability.
4. Voltage source converter-based VAr compensators possess special
current characteristics that are effective during transient low voltage periods
following system disturbances. Such characteristics can be used to optimize
the rating and hence the cost of the compensationscheme.
5. Thy&or-controlled series capacitors can be utilized for voltage control
at load terminals besides power flow control if provided with a suitable
hierarchical Controller. The TCSC can use its transient overload capabilities
to provide considerable extended stable regions even at low load voltages.
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Discussion

M. K. Pal (Consultant, Edison, NJ): The author has presented an
excellent discussion of control characteristics of a number of var
compensating devices from the viewpoint of voltage stability. We
have a number of comments applicable to certain parts of the
paper.
Equation (1) shows the instantaneous characteristics of the
load. The actual dynamics governing the system performance is
not specifically stated in the paper. Also, the purpose of equation
(2) is not quite clear. It suggests a load that is instantaneously
adjusted to constant power. Actually, the dynamic processes
described in the subsequent sections are consistent with the load
model given in [A], with n = 1.
The reactive support response time of 0.2 to 0 . 8 times the
aggregate load time constant, as stated in [9] and repeated by the
author, may not have any practical implication. The time to switch
capacitors can be easily calculated using the analysis outlined in
the paper, provided the aggregate load time constant is precisely
known. This will, however, rarely be the case. Therefore, if the
load is known to contain fast response components, a fast
switching can be employed [7]. The amount of reactive support
required to restore stability without causing overvoltage can be
estimated by prior system studies, except in exceptional situations.
Also note that for fast response loads the curves in Figures 2 and
3 should be redrawn taking into account that it takes certain
amount of time to restore system (generator terminal) voltage by
excitation control [A].
The use of the special SVC control in which the controller
slightly reduces the voltage reference EEefis interesting. However,
we would like to point out that, unless precise and fast voltage
control is required, the use of SVC would be justified only when
the operation is in the low voltage region (in the lower part of the
P-V curve), and normal stable operation is not possible owing to
the constant power (self restoring) behavior of the load. In such an
operating mode, in order for the special control to provide the
intended function, the voltage reference would have to be raised
rather than reduced. This follows from the analysis presented in
[B]. In either case, the actual gain in the dynamic control range
would be quite modest since, based on operating considerations,
the allowed change in the voltage reference will be limited . Also,
there will be no gain in terms of increasing the maximum power
that can be supplied to the load.
A very similar analysis as presented in this paper was also
presented in [B], although it did not include a discussion of the
newly developed static condensers and thyristor controlled series
capacitors. However, the analysis presented in p]directly extends
to these devices.
We note that transient voltage instability due to induction motor
load is strongly dependent on the motor inertia, type of mechanical
load driven by the motor, and the duration of fault. It appears that
TCSC will have a significant advantage in maintaining stability
when the load is predominantly induction motor.
[A]

[B]

M.K. Pal, "Voltage Stability: Analysis Needs, Modelling
Requirement and Modelling Adequacy, " IEE Proc. C,
Vol.140, No.4, pp. 279-286, July 1993.
M.K. Pal, "An Assessment of Corrective Measures for
Voltage Stability Considering Load Dynamics, I' to appear
in the International Journal of Electrical Power and Energy
Systems.

C. Concordia, Consulting Engineer, Venice, Florida,
USA: This paper should be very useful. It shows in the

simplest possible way the significant features of the various
reactive power (Q) compensators available.
We were particularly pleased to see the consideration of
mechanically-switched capacitors, as we have always felt
that the job of the system engineer, in choosing Qcompensation is to first see how much can be done by fixed,
then switched, and only then continuously controlled.

One of the unfortunate characteristics of the usual SVC is its
hard limit, in contrast with the synchronous compensator.
Thus the "special control" mentioned in the paper becomes
very important. Among other things it allows one to operate
closer to the compensator limit, in turn allowing higher
transfer or a smaller compensator.
Finally, with due respect to the use of controlled series
compensation, we cannot help feeling safer with shunt
compensation, especially in case of equipment failure. The
fixed series capacitor is about as far as we really should like
to go.
As a final word, I hope the author will not be offended if I

say that I liked his methods of attack, at least in part,
because they reminded me of my own.
Manuscript received February 27, 1995.

Carson W. Taylor, Bonneville Power Administration,
Portland Oregon: This paper adds valuable insight into the
use of power electronic equipment to improve transient
voltage stability.
I'm not sure that the special SVC control that reduces the
voltage reference will be helpful. Dropping the voltage
reference brings the SVC back into the control range, but
the voltage drop reduces SVC output,' reduces line
charging, increases network reactive power losses, reduces
output of shunt capacitor banks, and makes motor reacceleration more difficult. I think using maximum control
effort is best, realizing that the SVC can rapidly return to
the control range if overvoltages develop. Are simulations
with and without the special control available?
A hybrid SVC (or STATCON) and mechanically-switched
capacitor banks (MSC) approach is usually the most costeffective (static var system). The SVC directs mechanical
switching to keep within its control range. The SVC can be
smaller, and can have a transient overload rating. For
example, the Northern States Power Company's +1000/450 MvAr static var system at Forbes consists of TSCs,
TSRs, and two 300 MvAr MSCs. The SVC portion has a ten
second rating of +400/-450MVAr and a continuous rating
of only +110/-149MvAr [Al.
For a study network like Figure 1of the paper, reference B
provides some complemenary simulation results for MSC,
SVC, and synchronous condenser alternatives. The large
system is represented by an infinite bus, but dynamic
models are used for the motor load. For a mid-line three
phase fault and line outage, the synchronous condenser
provided slightly more support than the SVC because the
condenser reduces the fault magnitude at the load,
resulting in less motor deceleration. A s is sometimes done,

~
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the SVC was blocked during the fault period (typically the
blocking extends one or two cycles past the fault clearing
instant). Mechanical oscillations between the condenser
and motor were small and well damped. A STATCON
should have similar benefita.

I
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Fig. Cl Block diagram of Special SVC limit controller

2. To develop a simplified analytical method for
understanding the phenomenon of transient voltage stability,
Eq. 1 was chosen as a convenient way to represent the
relationship between load terminal voltage and power in the
absence of time variable. This is made to avoid using any
specific or detailed models. Following the approach of Dr.
Concordia in Ref. [3] , it was found that such a simplified
1. The purpose of the special SVC limit controller, as relationship relates more-or-less to the actual system under
mentioned in the paper, is to keep the load voltage always study. In fact, if the composite load power P of the time
within the SVC dynamic controlled range. This is achieved simulation of the large system shown in Fig. 5 is plotted
by avoiding the SVC capacitiv? susceptance output from versus its equivalent admittance Y for the three cases:
remaining constant when it reaches its maximum limit. without compensation, with BSC delayed switching and with
Although, in comparison with conventional control schemes, BSC correct switching, the result would be as shown in Fig.
the SVC output with this controller is temporarily slightly C2. Note the similarity to the curves obtained by the
less, it gradually increases following the control slope
characteristics rather than behaving as a non-controlled fixed 1.2 P
capacitor. This has the advantage of maintaining the load
PU
voltage controlled and stable with small and positive voltage
sensitivity (dV/dQ) compared with the large and negative 1.0 sensitivity characteristics of fixed capacitors in the unstable
part of the V-P operation region. The temporary small 0.8 reduction of the SVC output susceptance in this region,
which can be represented by a reduction of the reference
voltage, reduces as well the load which also contributes to the 0.6 effectivenessof this controller.

A.E. Hammad, Consultant, N.E. Swiss Power Co., Baden,
Switzerland: The author would like to thank the discussers
for their interest in this paper and their valuable comments
and kind remarks. In response to the overlapping opinions
expressed by the discussers, the following is offered in terms
of topics:

,

This special controller, which was briefly discussed in [15],
has since been implemented in at least five SVC large
installations and realized as shown in Fig. C1. A small
voltage value 6V, calculated from the adjusted susceptance
reference value (BOL), is subtracted from the error signal of
the voltage controller. This allows to maintain the preadjusted Vref and BOL values unchanged and
simultaneously remain in closed-loop operation, while
sufficient margin for dynamic VAr output is made available.
Naturally, this controller is only applied to the capacitive
output limit, whereas other controls, e.g. TCR transient
overcurrent controls, influence the inductive limit. The SVC
performance during overvoltages should, therefore, be
unaffected.
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Fig. C2 Composite load P-Y trajectory from detailed
system time response following line tripping
( 1 ) with no compensation
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simplified approach. This approach proved also to be more
illustrative in describing the dynamics of transient voltage
stability and is far easier to follow than the widely applied PV and Q-V curves used in virtually all publications since its
fiist inception in 1955 [16] followed by the known literature
of the 60's, e.g. [ 171.
3. The reaction of generator AVRs in the large system
supplying the load should be minimum (if any) since the
portion of the load with respect to the rest of the system
capacity is very small and the voltage in the large network
hardly changes. This is the case, e.g. of the UCPTE network
versus a local load in one of the participating systems. The
actual dynamics governing the performance of such a local
system are the composite characteristic of the individual
loads and small generators as was shown in the detailed
system time simulations. These features are well known
when dealing with transient voltage stability which is a local
phenomenon.

4. This paper does not address the question of optimizing the
VAr compensating schemes. This was made in an earlier
publication [ 181.
5. Thyristor controlled series capacitor schemes combine the
well established and mature technologies of l i e Series
capacitors and thyristor-controlled reactors which have been
used for over two decades. TCSC commercial prototype
schemes have been installed and operate in the Kayenta 230-

kV and the Slatt 500-kV substations since 1991 and '93
respectively.
Once again, the author thanks the discussers for giving him
the opportunity to clarify some points in this paper. It is also
an honor to be resembled, even remotely, to one of the living
fathers of this technology.
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